Show Us Your Future!

Think of yourself in your future career. Design and build a model of something that you could see yourself using as a tool or resource in your job that will communicate your future job!

**IMAGINE!!!** Not sure where to start? Try checking out some of these videos and sites to get some ideas. But what matters most is - what makes you happy to think about your life as a working adult?

**BRAINSTORM!!!** Grab some scrap paper and sketch your future work tools. It shouldn’t be perfect. The purpose is to help your brain express your ideas on paper, imagining your future as you do. It’s okay if you sketch more than one tool for one possible career or for many careers. You are imagining the future you!

**DISCOVER & SHARE!!!** During our first nPower Girls meeting on October 4th, you’ll meet with girls who have interests like you, get opportunities to share your future career tool, ask questions, and be inspired as you talk about what you imagine for the Future.

**Girls’ voices matter.** With so many really awesome women working in STEM careers, we want to know which ones are the best fit for the future YOU imagine. So get involved and tell your friends too.

**REGISTER NOW**